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ABSTRACT: With the emergence of a digitised and technological supporting infrastructure, mass 
communication via the global internet has given rise to more investigative interest in collective 
intelligence. Nevertheless, it has highlighted a lack of supporting technologies that can readily facilitate 
collective intelligence specifically in design. This paper uses a classification of three categories that 
constitute the practice of design in a more collective and inclusive manner. They are the professional 
designers, the design academy or semi-professional designers, and the end users or non-
professionals; each with their own introverted and isolated methods of design and collaboration. The 
paper investigates various networked technologies in facilitating collective design intelligence in terms 
of different levels of interactions within and across design professionals and non-professionals. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Literature has relatively well informed both the professional design and collaboration. When expanding beyond the 
professional realm to accommodate other forms and methods of design and collaboration, aggregately the resource 
becomes thinner under scrutiny the farther from the professional design context. To examine subsidiary forms of 
design practice, research often refers to literature discussing educational design. Farthest from the professional 
design context are the end users or non-professional designers. Literature concerning non-professional design is 
often limited to critiques on the disparate and isolated nature of the design practice in today’s industrialised cultures. 

With the emergence of a digitised and technological supporting infrastructure, mass communication via the global 
internet has given rise to more investigative interest in collective intelligence; nevertheless, it has highlighted a lack of 
supporting technologies that can readily facilitate collective intelligence specifically in design. This paper uses a 
classification of three categories that constitute the practice of design in a more collective and inclusive manner. They 
are the professional designers, the design academy or semi-professional designers, and the end users or non-
professionals, each with their own introverted and isolated methods of design and collaboration.  

This paper develops and applies the three lenses of communication, design, and group dynamics to evaluate various 
networked technologies for supporting collective intelligence in design. Four typical cases of networked technologies 
and phenomena including Facebook, Wikipedia, Second Life, and the Kasparov versus the World Chess Game are 
selected as case studies, each of which represents a different type of collective intelligence building. The cases are 
examined using the three lenses to better understand their relevance to collective intelligence in design. 

2. BACKGROUND 

2.1 Collective intelligence 
To discuss intelligence from a collective viewpoint, it is only natural to begin with a definition that concisely defines 
‘Collective’ and ‘Intelligence’. Both a term and concept, the dictionary definition of Intelligence is the capacity to 
acquire and apply knowledge and skills (Oxford dictionary definition). In 1994 researchers signed a charter for the 
definition of intelligence as: “A very general capacity that, among other things, involves the ability to reason, plan, 
solve problems, think abstractly, comprehend complex ideas, and learn quickly from experience” (Gottfredson, 1997) 
(forward to Intelligence and social policy). The adjective ‘collective’ is accepted as meaning a belonging to all the 
members of a group or “entities that share a similar goal” (Buss 2006). Combined the term collective intelligence, or 
CI in short, becomes the definition for the consensus decision making actions of many groups of entities that share 
similar goals and solve problems in an intelligent manner.  

In nature a collective phenomenon has naturally occurred as a simple instinctive biological drive for survival and 
reproduction. It is an evolutionary design that can be witnessed in the drive of cells to organise, distribute, live and die 
in order to serve a greater purpose. The objective of the collective is neither sentient nor intelligent, neither is it 
sacrosanct or mystical. Whether acting individually or collectively, the overall result is the achievement of life and 
organisation whichever the form; this is the direct result of collaboration of a shared intelligence (Levy 1997). 
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Collective intelligence as a concept has its roots in many contemporary and historical texts. In the 1960’s, McLuhan 
noticed the “emergence of new social organisations based on the principles of decentralisation and collectivety” 
(Hight and Perry 2006). This was based on observations provided by the advent of telecommunication technology.  
Levy (1997) reinforces this observational trend by stating “Collective intelligence is not purely cognitive object. 
Intelligence must be understood here in its etymological sense of joining together, as uniting not only ideas but 
people, constructing society”. The defining characteristic that provides the intelligence of any collective with sentient 
exponentiality is communication; as a collective expands its communication capability, the communication capability 
in turn expands the collective. 

2.2 Design collaboration 
The process of cooperation can be defined as a deliberate relation between autonomous organisations with the aim 
of jointly accomplishing individual operating goals (Smyth and Pryke 2008). Within industry, this process of 
cooperation is generally understood as collaboration. A common shared deadline and schedule collaboration 
provides many benefits, most notably being the ability to minimise time required for product development. 
Collaborating teams or groups can sufficiently work together to produce plans, policies or tangible objects within a 
given set of constraints and is, in essence, the goal and motivation for cooperative collaboration within industry in the 
21st century. More often than not, the success or failure of a venture depends entirely on the quality of the 
collaborative effort involved. 

To support the emerging importance on the collaborative process is an increasing influx of industry focused literature 
such as Design Chains: A self titled handbook for integrated collaborative design, describing itself as ‘A book by 
professionals for professionals’ (Austin 2001). These mapping tools aim to streamline the process of production in 
industry, outlining inter-business relationships and providing a roadmap of collaborative process techniques. The 
ultimate aim is to maximise effort, minimise time and promote a correlation between efficient collaboration and 
success. 

As useful as they are, texts like these provide little insight into the collaborative method or individual acts that affect 
the process of the collaboration itself. Given today’s technological communications and network infrastructure, 
geographically separated collaboration can be added as a method to the traditional method of proximate 
collaboration, expanding Bryan Lawson’s (1990) discussion of how group norms effect collaboration into two distinct 
categories, proximate group norms, and disproximate (geographically separate) group norms. 

2.3 Participation and interaction in design: From Professional to non-professional 
Usually in commercial terms design is limited to professional enquiry focusing on the discussion of the design 
process from brief to finished product. The literature on design collaboration as presented above was almost 
exclusively based on professional practices. Brawne (1992) presents his architecture as a case study of the problems 
that occur during the process of design within a professional context. Brawne’s understanding of the 
professionalisation of design illustrates an industry wide perception of professional design that has largely remained 
unchanged. However new methods of practice, whilst almost always superficially engaged from a novelty perspective 
are comparatively slow to be understood in terms of their full potential, such as those that lie in collective intelligence. 

2.3.1 Informing professional design: By establishing itself as a field in its own right, design has become informed 
by philosophies of how best to design for others, colourfully illustrated by “The Design of Everyday Things” (Norman, 
1998). Norman’s explanation of catering for users claims that user centred design should avoid unsatisfied clients by 
showing how to consider meaningfully the needs of building users throughout the design process. User responsive 
design outlines ways to assess user needs before the design process begins, all in an attempt to ensure that user 
requirements are met.Tthe worth of such instruction, however, depends entirely upon the execution of its instruction. 

2.3.2 Between professional and semi-professional design: Feeding into the design industry is the education 
system which trains the potential ‘design’ professional. It is here in the education system that much of the work is 
undertaken in the pursuit of understanding the design process as a process of creativity. A process free of industrial 
demands and constraints, this forum fosters work such as Nigel Cross’ (2006) 'designerly' ways of knowing (and 
thinking) and Analysing Design Activity (1996). It is aimed at researchers, teachers and students and goes beyond 
mere industrial design conditioning. A semi-philosophical outlook of the pattern of design teachings, we start to see 
research on design research. Whilst it is true that such undertakings enhance knowledge, it is knowledge that is 
difficult to access for the non-professional. 

2.3.3 Non-professional design: Uta Brandes (2008) explores and analyses the phenomenon in which people with 
no formal training in design take things that have already been designed and convert them to new uses. She 
discusses how pre-designed items change throughout a process of use: Chairs become shelves, plastic bags are 
used as umbrellas, lampposts are transformed into notice boards, and stairs make for excellent places to eat, hang 
out, and communicate. These acts of repurposing - also referred to as "Non-Intentional Design" - can themselves 
become sources for the generation of new design concepts. This clearly demonstrates a still living and vibrant 
capacity for design which is not restricted to professional circles.  

Considering the current popularity of social communication networks and technologies via the global internet for 
supporting collective intelligence, there are increasing opportunities to direct these forms of collective intelligence for 
design and to make design more inclusive to involve the three groups as discussed above. Therefore, this study sets 
out to ascertain the appropriateness of various types of networked technologies and phenomena currently available 
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for supporting collective intelligence in design. The evaluation is conducted through an analysis of three lenses: The 
design, communication, and group dynamics. 

3. METHODOLOGY 

The idea of collective intelligence in design is not new when viewed with a historical lens; Noubel’s (2007) CI 
framework lends weight to a historical perspective of the subject. It is clear to see Noubel’s ideas are of a cumulative 
nature combined rather than superseded, and as a result of this theoretical framework it has been possible to insert 
design into Noubel’s discourse on collective intelligence. This research extends the framework and adopts the 
following three lenses for evaluating selected networked technologies and phenomena for supporting collective 
intelligence in design. 

3.1 The communication lens 
Design relies on the ability to communicate the idea, and facilitated by current networked technologies this 
communication between parties can occur on a much wider scale than before. Design modelling and documentation 
is being carried out on the computer and collaboration with BIM (Building Information Modelling) is currently 
employed by design professionals to share workloads amongst themselves. We can begin to see the networked 
technology facilitating the sharing of information across disciplines and the possibility for the design professional to 
increase his design knowledge through interaction with the collective at large. Currently, the available networked 
technologies facilitate the communication between parties that are geographically separated, or disproximate (where 
proximate = very near in space/time). Methods of facilitated communication fall into two categories, that of 
synchronous communication and asynchronous communication. 

3.1.1 Synchronous communication enables real-time communication and collaboration in a same time-different 
place mode (Ashley 2003). They allow people to connect at a single point in time, at the same time. Common tools 
can include instant messaging, web/audio/video conferencing, and real-time application sharing. Asynchronous 
communication enables communication and collaboration over a period of time through a different time-different 
place mode. These tools allow people to connect together at each person's own convenience and own schedule 
(Ashley 2003). Asynchronous communication is useful for sustaining dialogue and collaboration over a period of time 
and providing people with resources and information that are instantly accessible. Common tools can include email, 
streaming audio/visual, document libraries and databases, surveys, discussion boards and blogs. 

3.2 The design Lens 
The Oxford dictionary defines design as a “plan or drawing produced to show the look and function or workings of a 
building, garment, or other object before it is made”. Nigel Cross (2006) suggests that these plans and drawings can 
be summed up as belonging to ‘the artificial world’, he further explains the ‘artificial world’ is composed according to 
Method, Value and Phenomena (Figure 1). This is the three-culture view, whereby: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cross (2006) provides the starting point with the above elements forming the ‘designerly’ way of thinking. In 
professional design the end product of this way of thinking is plans and drawings, the final result of a solution finding 
process where an accumulation of taught values within a professional framework are applied in the problem solving 
scenario. However, Cross continues with Phenomena, Method and Value by saying they are not capabilities, or ways 
of thinking restricted to professionals. This ‘designerly’ way of thinking, he argues, is a natural human trait possessed 
by all to a lesser or greater degree. 
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The phenomenon of design is: 
The artificial world 

The appropriate Methods 
of design are: Modelling, 
pattern formation and 
synthesis 

The value of design is: 
Practicality, Ingenuity, and 
Appropriateness. 
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Figure 1: Cross’ (2006) three culture view of ‘designerly’ thinking. 
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Lawson’s (1997) tool that shows us that the process of design is made up of Analysis, Synthesis and Evaluation, 
each feeding information into the other until the design lifecycle is complete and an artefact produced as a result of 
the design process. Again, design is a far more complex cognitive undertaking than a three-cycle process, but it is 
helpful to use an established categorisation of the steps involved in the process of design such as Lawson’s design 
process map: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Combining Figure 1 and Figure 2 we create framework by which we can gauge the effectiveness of communication 
tools and their benefit to design, the design lenses are developed: 

1. (Phenomena) The phenomena of design are: Analysis = Research and Specification. 
2. (Method) The appropriate method of design is: Synthesis = Modelling, pattern formation and 

synthesis. 
3. (Value) The value of design is concerned with: Evaluation = Practicality, documentation. 

With the entire population of the globe having the capability to engage with phenomena, method and value at varying 
levels, the design process can be viewed as an unrestricted resource where the trained professional can expand his 
knowledge through interaction with a broader untrained collective intelligence. By establishing the criteria of 
Phenomenon, Method and Value as a tool to evaluate network technologies, we can begin to investigate the current 
networked technologies and phenomena available, and how they might affect, benefit or detract from design. 

3.3 The group dynamics lens 
Proximate collaboration is a dynamic process by which a group of individuals coordinate efforts to obtain a mutual 
goal, each participant temporarily subjugating personal goals for the collective effort. However, as Lawson (1997) 
notes, the makeup of each group consists of individuals of differing natures and to be effective in its outcome, each 
group collectively develops a ‘group norm’ no matter what field the design aim is attached to (architectural design, 
industrial design, etc.). These standards of approach or behaviour may seem acceptable in proximate climates 
whereas outside the group they may not, but ultimately the establishment of this ‘norm’ supports the dynamic toward 
reaching a particular collective result (Smyth and Pryke 2008). 

However, using synchronous and asynchronous tools in disproximate collaboration, it has yet to be seen which form 
this group dynamism takes place, as an established set of group norms in the traditionally understood context is 
unable to take place. Previously, the analysis of the individuals’ effect upon collaboration assumed a micro role as the 
role pertained to a small team or group working collectively (Smyth and Pryke 2008). Characteristics such as how 
each individual communicates their contribution, revises their work and resolves any relevant issues within the 
particular group were considered being of micro importance compared to the method of practice by which they 
achieved their goal. Although as industry has adopted tools to facilitate disproximate collaboration to run in 
conjunction with proximate collaboration (such as video conferencing), tools that have the potential to enhance and 
support design intelligence and knowledge are demanding closer analysis.                                                                                                                                

3.3.1 Potential collective scenarios of knowledge building: The potential collective scenarios are outlined in 
Figure 3 and Table 1 to reflect the information feedback gain/loss through communication between professional, non-
professionals, and both professionals and non-professionals together. Depending on the group dynamics, for 
example, Scenario A suggests that the design professional(s) collaborating with the non-professional(s) can achieve 
knowledge increases through the interactions; Scenario C suggests similar interactions can also achieve no 
additional knowledge gain if the interactions are not properly facilitated such as the professional(s) being too 
dominant and therefore preventing the non-professional(s) from contributing; Scenario E further suggests that the 
design professional(s) collaborating with other design professional(s) can achieve possible knowledge decreases if 
the team dynamics are problematic.            

Figure 2: Lawson’s (1997) design process map 
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4. CASE STUDIES 

This section selects four typical cases of networked technologies and phenomena for supporting collective 
intelligence. They are Facebook, Wikipedia, Second Life, and the Kasparov vs the World Chess Game, each of which 
represents a different type of collective intelligence building. We apply the three lenses of communication, design, 
and group dynamics as discussed above to evaluate and better understand their relevance to collective intelligence 
in design. 

4.1 Facebook - social networking 
Facebook (http://www.facebook.com) is a social networking website that was created in 2004 originally for students 
of Harvard; it quickly became popular and today has over 500 million users worldwide. 

4.1.1 The communication lens: Facebook supports asynchronous communication, where members can post small 
updates on their profile which is then broadcast to their ‘friends’ list, occurring alongside the publishing and sharing of 
photographs and video. Access to this media can be restricted to the ‘invited’ list of member’s friends or shared 
publicly. 

4.1.2 The design lens: Phenomenon - in regards to the stage of the design process whereby the communication of 
research and analysis is essential and continual refinements of specifications are required, Facebook’s asynchronous 
social network tool would be particularly useful. It would be able to sustain a collaborative dialogue that would spread 
over an extended period of time providing users with resources and information that is instantly accessible. Likewise 
a collaborative history would exist that users can instantly access for reference. Method - there is no current facility 
within the Facebook scenario for modelling, pattern formation and synthesis. Facebook is predominantly 
asynchronous and primarily a text based web page portal. The sharing of images or video during the research 
process would be the limit of Facebook’s capability in this area. Value -the evaluation of design requires an ability to 
examine high quality images, plans and drawings. Also primary design models such as physical or high quality 3d 
models need to be accessed in order to be evaluated. This requires a high bandwidth and large storage capability, 
which is not a service offered by Facebook. To evaluate design drawings and models Facebook currently would not 
be able to sustain such an undertaking. 

4.1.3 The group dynamics lens: Potential collective scenarios for collective knowledge building are: 
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Figure 3: Knowledge increase/decrease through collective interaction diagrams 

Table 1: Knowledge increase/decrease through collective interaction diagrams 
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4.2 Wikipedia - knowledge media 
Created in 2001, Wikipedia (http://en.wikipedia.org) is a free reference website built upon contributions from 
anonymous internet users. Every contribution can be reviewed and/or changed as claimed in the terms and 
conditions of use. The expertise or qualifications of the contributors are not considered, thus it is an exponentially 
growing product of a collective knowledge base. 

4.2.1 The communication lens: Like Facebook, Wikipedia is asynchronous in nature. However it is not a social 
networking tool. Users gain membership to Wikipedia and it is often cited when discussing collective intelligence as it 
is written collaboratively by Wikipedians (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Wikipedians) and anyone with access 
can write and make changes to the articles. The wiki process is adjudicated and monitored and the collection of data 
is through additive and cumulative collective processes. It is asynchronously collected intelligence. 

4.2.2 The design lens: Phenomena - communication of research and analysis is essential and continual refinements 
of specifications are required at this stage of the design process. Wikipedia, like other asynchronous tools would be 
particularly useful in regards to the conveyance of specifications but it lacks the ability to establish a running 
collaborative dialogue, which would be minimal within the Wiki framework. Nor would it be able to sustain a 
collaborative dialogue that would spread over an extended period of time. It can provide users with resources and 
information that is instantly accessible which is required for the design task at hand, and could potentially be the 
information depository of shared design information needed to initiate the research and analysis process. Method -
there is no capability within the Wiki scenario for modelling, pattern formation and synthesis. Its primary purpose is as 
the portal for redistribution of collected information (both correct and incorrect). Small pictures are contained for 
illustrative purposes only. It has potential contribution to design knowledge building. Value - Wikipedia can offer a 
forum for explanation and review in regards to the evaluation of design drawings. Wikipedia currently would not be 
able to sustain such 3D models for evaluation, except for static renderings, which is insufficient for evaluative 
purposes. 

4.2.3 The group dynamics lens: Potential collective scenarios for collective knowledge building are: 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
4.3 Second Life - virtual worlds 
Second Life (http://secondlife.com) belongs to a relatively new genre of social communication originated from 
computer gaming, it has an influence of MMORPG (Massive Multiplayer Online Role Playing Games) and stands 
amongst other gaming environments such as Aion and World of Warcraft. In these gaming and social environments, 
players and citizens collectively combine their efforts to achieve aims and goals.  

4.3.1 The communication lens: Synchronous environments such as Second Life allow people to connect at a single 
point in time, and allow them to interact with others at the same time. They engage people instantly and concurrently 
in a virtual 3D world. 

4.3.2 The design lens: Phenomena -at the analysis and research stage the primary drawback of Second life could 
be the fact that it requires concurrent participation. Different time zones and conflicting schedules create 
communication challenges, but to facilitate initial brief analysis meetings, Second Life could be an environment in 
which key meetings are held and issues explored, followed up with an asynchronous running dialogue. Method -
There is potential within the virtual world environments for a scenario whereby modelling, pattern formation and 
synthesis can take place based on the heavy graphical dependence to convey information. Its primary purpose is 
entertainment, but as the portal for 3D modelling on a collective scale, the professional interaction with non-
professional designers offers an interesting collaborative platform that has the potential to impact in an exponential 
manner the design knowledge of the design professional. Value -Second Life can potentially deliver a synchronous 
online platform for collective simulation and evaluation of 3D models to be directly accessed and shared by both 
design professionals and non-professionals. 

4.3.3 The group dynamics lens: Potential collective scenarios for collective knowledge building are: 
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4.4 Kasparov vs the World - integrated approach 
In 1999 Kasparov played against the world in a game of chess that lasted 62 moves over two months. He was played 
against a team of five masters, international chess clubs and anyone with a computer and an internet connection. 
Each move was voted for and discussed in forums. During this game, a consulting player named Krush offered a 
novel move, quoted by Kasparov as a ‘brilliant contribution to chess’. “Between moves 10 and 50 Krush’s 
recommended move was always played by the World Team, even when it disagreed with the recommendations of 
the other three advisors to the World Team, or with influential commentators such as the GM school” (Regan 2007). 
As a result, many have claimed the game to be a game between Kasparov and Krush bringing into question the 
moderation of collective intelligence and exactly what it is that instils value to the information. The collaborative 
analysis was made available to Kasparov during this time and is an example of the feedback loop generating 
intelligence built on the collective input Kasparov’s analysis allowed to build on his expansive chess knowledge even 
further. 

4.4.1 The communication lens: Kasparov versus the World demonstrated that problem solving, whilst possible, is 
prone to suggestion when led by the strongest participant. It included both synchronous and asynchronous 
collaboration between one professional and a group of non-professionals. 

4.4.2 The design lens: Phenomena - at the analysis and research stage, problem solving could be facilitated by 
running collaborative dialogue and through asynchronous methods, whilst pressing and urgent matters can be dealt 
with in real time by ‘on-hand’ staff or members of the public, or both. To provide a forum whereby both methods of 
communication and collaboration are available, the research and analysis stage of the design process could 
potentially increase the professional design knowledge base if run parallel with collective input. Method - there are no 
facilities in this example that could enable 3D modelling or synthesis. Valued - there is a potential for integrated 
combined values as outlined in the above cases. 

4.4.3 The group dynamics lens: Potential collective scenarios for collective knowledge building are: 

 

 

 

 

 
 

5. CONCLUSION 

This paper firstly developed and presented the three lenses of communication, design, and group dynamics for 
evaluating various networked technologies for supporting collective intelligence in design. Four typical examples of 
networked technologies and phenomena including Facebook, Wikipedia, Second Life, and the Kasparov vs the 
World Chess Game were selected as case studies, each of which represented a different type of collective 
intelligence building. The cases were analysed by applying the three lenses to better understand their relevance to 
collective intelligence in design. 

By incorporating specialist and non-specialist skill sets that collective intelligence has on offer, complex cognitive 
events such as the introspective workings of an individual’s design effort (Austin et al., 2001) or small collaborative 
team efforts can potentially benefit through incorporating the collective facet to their existing complexity. By using 
the representational potential collective scenarios as the framework by which we examined various current 
networked technologies and phenomena and their suitability for this purpose, it becomes clear that elements of 
each case study are beneficial and present an opportunity for further investigation. However, each case study in 
and of itself falls short somewhere in terms of its potential offering to aid the furthering of design knowledge. This 
is exactly why it is necessary to further investigate the potential tools that can be created as a result of this study 
that will aid the design process. Future technological development in network and social computing should 
address all three aspects of communication, design, and group dynamics, in order to direct collective intelligence 
for potential design purposes. 

The actual consequences of extracting and inputting information with a focus on a particular design goal, utilising 
collective intelligence, have yet to be seen. Ultimately and with a utopian eye it is plausible that design could 
revisit a previous historical state whereby design is a structural and collectively social phenomenon. It is 
questionable that the professional status quo will change as this would demand the dismantling of the traditional 
institutional barrier that has separated the professional design occupation for a number of years from the general 
public at large, and even interdisciplinary isolation. Therefore it remains sensible to investigate possible 
implications that collective intelligence will benefit the knowledge base of existing professional designers, whilst 
bridging the existing gap between the professional designer and the end user of today’s society. 
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